We report the first experimental evidence of a controlled transition from the generation of periodic bursts of electromagnetic emission into continuous wave regime of a cyclotron maser formed in magnetically confined non-equilibrium plasmas. The kinetic cyclotron instability of the extraordinary wave of weakly inhomogeneous magnetized plasma is driven by the anisotropic electron population resulting from electron cyclotron plasma heating in MHD-stable minimum-B open magnetic trap.
We report the first experimental evidence of a controlled transition from the generation of periodic bursts of electromagnetic emission into continuous wave regime of a cyclotron maser formed in magnetically confined non-equilibrium plasmas. The kinetic cyclotron instability of the extraordinary wave of weakly inhomogeneous magnetized plasma is driven by the anisotropic electron population resulting from electron cyclotron plasma heating in MHD-stable minimum-B open magnetic trap. Electron cyclotron instabilities caused by resonant interaction between energetic electrons and electromagnetic waves are typical phenomena for open plasma traps with magnetic mirrors. Studies of the cyclotron instabilities of non-equilibrium plasmas have led to the plasma cyclotron maser paradigm, which explains a rich class of phenomena of coherent radioemission from the Earth magnetosphere [1] [2] [3] , the Solar corona [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , other astrophysical objects [11] [12] [13] [14] , and laboratory magnetic traps [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Unlike vacuum electronic devices based on the electron cyclotron resonance [29] , stimulated emission from plasma traps is usually very far from being monochromatic. The obvious reason is the lack of electromagnetic mode selection by an external cavity typical for masers and lasers. More neat reason is that the kinetic instabilities are driven by regions with free energy in the phase space of resonant particles, most commonly by the inverse population over Landau levels ∂f /∂v ⊥ > 0. In natural conditions, both space and laboratory, the distribution function of fast electrons is widely spread over the momentum space and inhomogeneous in the real space. The development of cyclotron instability under such conditions results in the generation of periodic, quasi-periodic or stochastic broadband pulses of emission. Each electromagnetic pulse is accompanied by pulsed precipitations of fast electrons from the trap as they lose transverse momentum and fall into the loss cone due to the interaction with waves. Owing to the sharp decrease in the free energy, the system falls under the instability threshold; after that, a comparatively slow preparation of the subsequent burst (accumulation of resonant particles) begins, and the process repeats [1] . Indeed, starting from early works, the existence of oscillatory regimes for constant strength of a particle source has been understood as a general property of plasma systems with quasilinear relaxation [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Nevertheless, a continuous wave (CW) generation is also possible when the system stays near the instability threshold, and the accumulation and emission phases are not separable, i.e. the number of high-energy particles delivered by a source is constantly equal to the number of precipitating particles. The steady-state emission of plasma cyclotron maser was extensively studied theoretically (see [1] and references therein), but it has never been detected reliably in a laboratory because of the narrow region of plasma parameters where the regime exist.
In this Letter, we present the first experimental evidence of the controlled transition between the burst to CW regimes of an electron cyclotron instability developing in the microwave range in an open magnetic trap and discuss the related physics. From a general point of view, this transition is related to the Poincaré-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation: a stationary point attributed to CW generation becomes unstable through the birth of a stable limiting cycle. A similar transition is known for optic lasers with a nonlinear filter [34] . In contrast to lasers, in which an active matter and a nonlinear absorber can be tuned independently, in the plasma maser both, the gain and dissipation, are governed by the same non-equilibrium electron distribution function. In this case, the transition to CW regime requires fine tuning of the source of non-equilibrium electrons in phase space; in our experiment, we found an approach to such adjustment.
Let us consider first a theoretical model that motivates us to perform the experiment. A self-consistent evolution of particles and waves may be described by the quasilinear theory, a perturbative approach that involves many overlapped wave-particle resonances as a basis for diffusive particle transport in a phase space [35, 36] . When the cyclotron instability evolves slowly in comparison to the bounce-oscillations of resonant electrons in an open trap and a narrow frequency spectrum of wave turbulence is assumed, a set of bounce-averaged quasilinear equations can be formulated as [1, 33] :
where F (t, κ, v) is the electron distribution function over the invariants of adiabatic motion,
is the loss-cone boundary, and J(κ, v) is a stationary source of non-equilibrium particles. The diffusion takes into account the scattering of electrons by unstable waves. The larger the average wave energy E(t) in a magnetic-field tube, the faster is the electron diffusion into a loss-cone, which is the dominant mechanism of their loss. The wave energy, in turn, is determined from the averaged transport equation, in which the instability growth rate is proportional to ∂F/∂κ, and ν stands for the wave dissipation due to damping in the background cold plasma and convective losses. Coefficients D(κ, v) and K(κ, v) are known smooth positive functions [1] . For the extraordinary wave propagating along the magnetic field at the fundamental harmonic, one can neglect the dependence over v in D and consider F (t, κ) as being integrated over the velocity modulus.
One can seek a solution of (1) as a series over the eigenmodes of the quasi-linear diffusion operator,
then (1) are transformed into a set of balance equations
Here the coefficients are defined as
with the proper boundary conditions φ n (κ c ) = 0 and φ ′ n (1) = 0 being taken into account. Setting all time derivatives to zero, one can find a steady-state solution with non-zero wave energy,
To study the stability of this state, let us note that eigenvalues µ n are rapidly growing with n. Therefore, one can simplify the analysis keeping only the lowest eigenmode f 1 in (2) and assuming all other modes adiabatically varying in time, f n = j n /(µ n E) for n > 1 [1] . Seeking perturbation of the resulting second order equation in near the stationary solution (3) as δE, δf 1 ∝ exp(λt), one finds the characteristic equation
The boundary of stability corresponds to Reλ = 0, the steady-state is unstable when λ is real or, equivalently, the term in the brackets is negative. For simplicity we may assume a weak source of non-equilibrium electrons, E * ≪ ν/µ 1 ; then the instability criteria is independent of the source power:
Numerical integration of the complete set of balance equations (2) shows that the condition (5) predicts well a birth of a stable attractor (a limiting cycle) in all conditions relevant for experiments discussed hereafter. We find that a key factor controlling the steady-state stability is the angular structure {j n } of the particle source. Let us assume that hot electrons are accelerated by an external wavefield with a frequency ω under off-center electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) conditions in an open magnetic configuration. When the ECR surface is shifted outside the trap center and the plasma is rarefied for the heating wave (k || c/ω < 1), the cyclotron interaction modifies the bounce-oscillations of a resonant electron along the magnetic field lines in such a way that the turning points move towards the ECR [37, 38] . In the absence of other interactions, such electron would eventually turn exactly at the point of hot cyclotron resonance ω = ω B /γ, where γ = (1 − v 2 /c 2 ) −1/2 accounts for the cyclotron frequency downshift due to relativistic mass dependence (the Doppler shift is absent since v || = 0 at the turning point ). One may assume that the source delivers electrons with the same pitch-angle, in our notation
Thus, one may change the instability condition (5) by varying B min /B ECR in a laboratory experiment.
To illustrate this point, let us consider a simplified case
n , and φ n = sin
the lowest mode is always destabilizing in (2) . If all modes with n > 2 are ignored, one finds that the instability condition (5) leads to k 2 j 2 < 0. In other words, a stationary generation of electromagnetic radiation is stable when both modes are destabilizing, and a limiting cycle is stable when the second mode acts as a non-linear absorber. The boundary between the regimes may be defined from j 2 (κ t ) = 0, that results in a universal value of the bifurcation magnetic field B min /B ECR = γκ
For the fixed ECR heating frequency, the stationary generation corresponds to a higher magnetic field in comparison to the burst regime.
The same results are obtained for D ∝ κ and K ∝ κ 2 , that describe the extraordinary wave at the fundamental harmonic propagating at a small angle to the magnetic field (the case adequate to the experiment). Here φ n (κ) may be expressed analytically via Bessel functions, while µ n must be found numerically. Figure 1 shows an example of such calculations for the parameters relevant to our experiment.
The experiment was performed with the roomtemperature A-ECR-U type electron cyclotron resonance ion source at JYFL accelerator laboratory [39] . The setup is shown in Fig. 2 . The confining magnetic field was generated by two solenoid coils and a permanent sextupole magnet resulting in a minimum-B field configuration [40] . A steady-state ECR plasma discharge was supported by microwaves at the frequency of 11.8 GHz and the power range of 100 − 250 W provided by a traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier.
The minimum value of the magnetic field B min was achieved on the axis in between the solenoid coils. The ECR condition at the fundamental harmonic was satisfied on a closed (nearly ellipsoidal) surface with the constant magnetic field B ECR = 0.42 T. The size of the ECR surface, characterized with the parameter B min /B ECR , was controlled by varying the solenoid coil currents. In the experiments, we run a continuous MHD-stable ECR discharge in oxygen at pressure of 4 − 5 · 10 7 mbar and tuned the control parameter in the range B min /B ECR = (0.75 − 0.99) ± 1.5%. To reach this range, we reduced the heating frequency compared to the nominal value of 14 GHz.
Plasma microwave emission was detected with a highbandwidth digital oscilloscope allowing direct recording of the waveforms of electromagnetic field emitted by the plasma with temporal resolution of 12.5 ps. More details on the diagnostic technique may be found in [41, 42] . An example of the measured signal and its dynamic spectrogram in the frequency band of 8 − 12 GHz is presented in Fig. 3 . The emission spectrum consists of several narrowband discrete lines with the line-width less than 30 MHz.
The experimental findings may be summarized as follows.
No enhanced cyclotron (maser) emission from plasma is observed in low magnetic fields when B min /B ECR < 0.88. A reproducible generation of quasiperiodic bursts near the fundamental and second electron cyclotron harmonics is observed at B min /B ECR = 0.88−0.93. Similar regimes were reported previously [42] . At higher values of the magnetic field, the CW generation near the fundamental harmonic is detected, this occurs packets with duration of 1 µs and repetition period of 2 µs. Depending on the experimental conditions, the duration varies from 0.1 to 5 µs, simultaneously the period varies from 1 µs to 10 ms. The corresponding dynamic spectrogram is shown in Fig. 3 -the frequencies of the most pronounced discrete lines are 10.8 GHz, 9.0 GHz, 8.86 GHz. With the increase of the heating microwave power, the repetition period of pulses decreases, but the emission spectrum does not change significantly.
The middle plot in Fig. 4 is related to the steady state regime. The frequency of CW plasma emission is 8. 45 GHz and does not depend on the heating power.
The bottom plot in Fig. 4 shows another interesting example of critical behavior not predicted by our theory. Here B min /B ECR corresponds to the upper boundary of the CW generation zone, at which the system randomly switches from generation of quasi-periodic series of pulses to continuous emission and back.
Although an absolute calibration of our detection system is complicated (as the radiation reabsorption and coupling efficiency are uncertain), we may estimate the power of the microwave plasma emission as 800 mW and 8 mW, correspondingly, for the burst (within the pulse) and CW regimes. This essentially exceeds the power of the spontaneous electron cyclotron emission, that is estimated as 0.3 mW (for B ∼ 0.4 T, electron energy 200 keV and density 10 9 cm −3 , plasma volume 100 cm 3 ). Thus, all data suggest that the observed microwave emission is inherently related to the excitation of electromagnetic waves due to a kinetic cyclotron instability. The most unstable mode is apparently the slow extraordinary wave propagating quasi-longitudinally to the external magnetic field and excited in the frequency range between the electron plasma and cyclotron frequencies [42, 43] . A significant part of the microwave power is measured at frequencies below the cyclotron frequency in the trap center, which indicates that the wave-particle interaction occurs at the relativistically down-shifted cyclotron resonance. To interact with the CW radiation
Intensity of microwave emission in 8 − 12 GHz band referred to generation of periodic bursts (top), CW emission (middle), and spontaneous transition from quasi-periodic bursts to CW and back (bottom). Stray radiation of the heating TWT amplifier at 11.8 GHz is shown with a red line. Three regimes differ only by value of the external magnetic field: Bmin/BECR = 0.935 for the burst, 0.947 for the CW, and 0.98 for the transient regimes, correspondingly. Other experimental conditions are the same as in Fig. 3. observed at 8.45 GHz, the electrons must have the mean energy of 160 keV. For this energy, our theory predicts the Hopf bifurcation at B min /B ECR = γκ 2 t = 0.88. To agree exactly with the experimental value 0.94, one must assume the electron energy of 200 keV. The existence of fast electrons in the considered energy range has been confirmed independently from plasma bremsstrahlung and with a particle detector for 1.5 − 400 keV [44] and 5 − 250 keV [45] electrons, respectively.
The observed non-trivial dynamics caused by temporal modulation of the electron distribution function have been previously studied theoretically in the context of space cyclotron masers in planet magnetospheres and other astrophysical objects, and also have much in common with laser excitation mechanisms. Except being of fundamental interest, our results are important for applications, e.g. for the development of ECR ion sources. Particle ejections, which are inherent to the burst regime of cyclotron instability, cause oscillations of the plasma potential and beam current accompanied with a significant decrease of the average ion charge [46, 47] . The low-power CW regime would allow to avoid these nondesirable effects and improve the ion source performance. 
